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1. [RFJ320D-ALH-DNS] 3.2" High Brightness, Resistive Touch Screen TFT Display 240x320 

RFJ320D-ALH-DNS is a 3.2-inch color active matrix TFT-LCD display module with resistive touch screen . 
The dimension size of this module is 55.04x77.6 mm, size of active area is 48.6x64.8 mm (3.2”diagonal), 
and its resolution is 240x320 pixels. This TFT display module adopts controller IC ILI9341 supporting 80 
MCU 8bit/9bit/16bit/18bit/SPI(3-Wire/4-Wire) Interface. It also features high brightness, providing bright-
ness 700 cd/m2 with contrast ratio (typical value) 500:1. RFJ320D-ALH-DNS TFT LCD module power supply 
voltage is 2.5~3.3V (typical 2.8V). The module works within temperature -20 to +70℃, storage tempera-
ture ranges from-30 to +80℃. 

Specification: 
▓  Size: 3.2 inch 
▓  Dot Matrix: 240×RGB×320(TFT) dots 
▓  Module dimension: 55.04(W)×77.6 (H)×2.65(D) mm 
▓  Active area: 48.6×64.8 mm 
▓  Pixel pitch: 0.2025×0.2025 mm 
▓  LCD type: TFT, Normally White, Transmissive 
▓  View Direction: 6 o’clock 
▓  Gray Scale Inversion Direction: 12 o’clock 
▓  Aspect Ratio: Portrait 
▓  Driver IC: ILI9341 or Equivalent 
▓  Interface: 80 MCU /SPI  
▓  Backlight Type: LED, Normally White 
▓  Touch Panel: Resistive Touch Screen (RTP) 
▓  Surface: Glare 

RFJ320D-ALW-DNN (normal brightness; without TP) 
RFJ320D-ALW-DNS  (normal brightness; RTP) 

RFJ320D-ALH-DNN (high brightness; without TP) 

RFJ320D-ALH-DNS  (high brightness; RTP) 

RFJ320D Series: 

>> Link to RFJ320D-ALH-DNS 

https://www.raystar-optronics.com/3.2-3.5-3.9-tft-lcd-display/RFJ320D-ALH-DNS.html


>> Link to RFE43VW-1YH-DHN 

Specification: 
 
▓  Size: 4.3 inch 
▓  Dot Matrix: 480×RGB×272(TFT) dots 
▓  Module dimension: 105.5(W)×84.2(H)×22.13(D) mm 
▓  Active area: 95.04×53.856 mm 
▓  Pixel pitch: 0.198×0.198 mm 
▓  LCD type: TFT, Normally Black, Transmissive 
▓  View Direction: 80/80/80/80 
▓  Aspect Ratio: 16:9 
▓  Controller IC: TFP401 
▓  Interface: HDMI (only for DVI) 
▓  Backlight Type: LED, Normally White 
▓  Touch Panel: Without Touch Screen 
▓  Surface: Glare 

RFE43VW-1YH-DHN is a 4.3”, resolution 480×272 pixels IPS TFT-LCD display supporting HDMI connector 
(only DVI signal). This TFT module uses IPS screen which allows users to see the display clearly at wider 
angles. The brightness is 1000 cd/m2 with contrast ratio 800:1. RFE43VW series also supports PWM 
(Pulse Width Modulation) function for adjusting LED backlight brightness. Supply voltage of LCM is 5V 
(typical value). Operating temperature covers from -20~+70℃, storage temperature range is from -
30~+80℃.HDMI connector and USB cable are optional accessories. Customers can use them to connect 
the module with Raspberry Pi. The module is able to support Raspberry Pi up to 3B+ (Pi 4B is included). 
Please note the standard package of RFE43VW-1YH-DHN doesn’t include any HDMI connector or USB 
cable. Besides, customers need to be aware that it’s necessary to prepare a micro HDMI to HDMI 
connector on their own. 

2. [RFE43VW-1YH-DHN] 4.3" 480x272 High Brightness IPS TFT LCD (Support HDMI Signal) 

RFE43VW Series: 

RFE43VW-1YH-DHN (high brightness; without TP) 

RFE43VW-1YH-DHG (high brightness; PCAP) 
RFE43VW-1YH-DHS (high brightness; RTP) 

https://www.raystar-optronics.com/4.3-4.6-tft-lcd-display-module/4.3-hdmi.html


>> Link to RFF700A9-AWH-LNN 

Specification: 
 
▓  Size: 7.0 inch 
▓  Dot Matrix: 800×RGB×480(TFT) dots 
▓  Module dimension: 165.8(W)×106.61(H)×6.5(D) mm 
▓  Active area: 152.40×91.44 mm 
▓  Pixel pitch: 0.1905×0.1905 mm 
▓  LCD type: TFT, Normally Black, Transmissive 
▓  View Direction: 80/80/80/80 
▓  TFT Interface: LVDS 
▓  TFT Driver IC: HX8249-A + HX8678-C or Equivalent 
▓  Aspect Ratio: 15:9 
▓  Backlight Type: LED, Normally White 
▓  Touch Panel: Without Touch  Screen 
▓  Surface: Anti-Glare 

RFF700A9-AWH-LNN is a 7” IPS TFT-LCD display featuring high brightness and wide temperature ranges. 
This TFT module uses IPS screen which allows users to see the display clearly at wider angles. This display 
also boasts its high brightness 1000 nits at typical value, with high contrast ratio (typical value) 1000:1. 
With the help of a anti-glare display surface, the screen doesn’t reflect light and preserves better image 
quality. 

This TFT display module uses HX8249-A + HX8678-C driver IC which supports LVDS Interface (Low Voltage 
Differential Signaling). The transmission technology is mainly developed to reduce the shortcomings of 
high power consumption and large EMI electromagnetic interference when transmitting broadband at 
high bit rate, so that it can effectively achieve low noise and low power consumption. 

The VCC voltage of RFF700A9-AWH-LNN ranges from 2.7V to3.6V; typical value is 3.3V. The module works 
within temperature range from -30℃ to +80℃; storage temperature is -30℃ to +80℃. 

3. [RFF700A9-AWH-LNN]7" 800x480 High Brightness, Wide Temperature IPS (LVDS) TFT LCD 

RFF700A9  (LVDS) Series: 

RFF700A9-AWH-LNN (high brightness; without TP) 

RFF700A9-AWH-LNB (high brightness; PCAP) 
RFF700A9-AWH-LNS (high brightness; RTP) 

https://www.raystar-optronics.com/7-tft-lcd-display-module/RFF700A9-AWH-LNN.html


4. Market Status: Worldwide Electronic Component Shortage to Cause Rise in Prices 

In 2020, the global electronics industry goes through unexpected disruption since the COVID-19 pan-

demic.  The ongoing COVID-19 pandemic has pushed businesses go for remote working, and this has 

made cloud computing solutions have been played the most important role in maintaining operation busi-

ness continuity. The Covid-19 pandemic has permanent affected on the way we work, as well as the way 

we live.   

The pandemic is fuelling the growth of the Stay-at-Home Economy, Remote Working, medical equipment 

and 5G applications new demand.  Furthermore, the automotive chip crunch began in late 2020 after the 

worldwide car market recovered faster than expected.  A resurgence of demand for automobiles in Q4 

2020 took the industry by surprise.  A confluence of several events brought the industry to the brink of 

exhausting its manufacturing capacity especially for chips (ICs) from Q3 2020 till now and expected will 

continue to the end of 2021. The status bring out a big problem was that strong demand for semiconduc-

tor chips used in PCs/laptops, Cloud datacenters, AI clusters, games, medial and crypto-currency mining 

was already constraining the industry supply chain in late last year.  

Unfortunately, these statuses have become a crisis in 2021, the prices of semiconductors are keeping rise 

up due to shortages in production capacity in comparison to the market demand.  And shortages weren’t 

the only problem -- so were rising raw component prices. As demand for components rose, and not 

enough supply, raw material costs increased also the lead-time become longer. The imbalance between 

supply and demand has inflated the cost of the raw materials by two to four folds.  Furthermore, the Tai-

wan dollar soars around 5% against US dollar from 2020 which also increased our cost.   Raystar regretta-

bly is no-longer able to absorb these extra costs by ourselves. We kindly need your understanding to 

share these burdens during this challenging time.  Recently, our prices updated and longer lead-time re-

flects the current market situation.  If there have further questions, please contact your Raystar Sales for 

further discussion.  


